The Benton Institute for Broadband & Society (in collaboration with our partners) is examining the work of people, whether they are librarians or digital stewards or digital navigators, who help connect others to broadband.

This can mean a whole range of activities, from helping people access devices or enroll in ACP, helping patients learn to use telehealth portals, or adding a "technology layer" to work that focuses on affordable housing or financial literacy. If your organization works on these or related issues, please take our survey! (https://forms.gle/9WxPdLn9ac1mViW19)

The data you provide will help us understand and better support this work. It will contribute to a planned public report and recommendations to sustain your work beyond this current investment in digital equity.

For questions or more details, contact us at research@benton.org. The survey is open until May 24th, 2024.